
The Bruce Act: Art auction to help Lenny Bruce
Memorial Foundation

Painting by Judith Carlson-DeAngelo

Entertainment Plus Creations is
auctioning The Bruce Act, with 20% of
the proceeds to benefit the Lenny Bruce
Memorial Foundation.

SPARTANBURG, SC, USA, August 3,
2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Today marks
50 years since we lost Lenny Bruce, the
iconoclastic stand-up comedian whose
irreverence stood in as a freedom of
speech proxy for a generation.

To commemorate this anniversary,
Entertainment Plus Creations is putting
The Bruce Act, a painting by the late
Judith Carlson-DeAngelo, up for auction
on our ebay store site, with 20% of the
proceeds to benefit the Lenny Bruce
Memorial Foundation. This organization,
founded by Kitty Bruce, daughter of the

late comic, is guided by the desire to create a safe, sober and nurturing experience for men and
women who desire support, education and new perspectives on living clean and sober. 

"I want to make sure that people are not going to forget about Lenny Bruce,“ says Kitty, a longtime
friend of the late artist. “This foundation was created to give life-saving scholarships to people who
are in need of treatment for drug and alcohol addiction. I can keep my father's memory alive with this
charity that literally can change people's lives. I think that that's really what he would have wanted."
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